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ORAL TESTIMONY 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, and guests; thank you for the opportunity to provide 
testimony about the potential future of red light camera programs in Pennsylvania. It is a very 
important traffic safety topic for all Pennsylvania citizens and visitors. 

My name is Jim Walker and I have been an active member of the National Motorists Associabon for 
16 years. I testify frequently for the NMA on motorists' and traffic safety issues at our state 
legislature in Lansing. The NMA is a drivers' rights organization with members in all 50 states, the 
District of Columbia and Canada. One of our main goals is to see that all traffic laws and their 
enforcement procedures are directed at safety, and only at safety, never at revenue. 

The NMA is opposed to the use of red light cameras. We ask that House Bill 821 and the related 
Senate Bill 595 become law. We further ask that the pilot program for red light cameras in 
Philadelphia be allowed to permanently expire on December 31,201 1. 

Our objections to red light cameras can be classified into three major categories: 

Red light cameras are about maximizing revenue, not maximizing traffic safety, and red light 

camera programs often increase accident rates, which is unacceptable. 

There are less expensive and more effective ways of enhancing intersection safety, ways that 

are discouraged or sometimes virtually prevented by the use of red light cameras. 

An individual's right to due process is subverted and the vehicle owner is considered guilty 

until proven otherwise, a process that is backwards to the American justice system. 



If intersection safety is truly the primary concem, then red light cameras are not the answer. 

F i ,  the Philadelphia Inquiw recently reported police data that show accidents are up at red light 
camera intersections and I was quoted in the article. h~://a~~~!l~.~hi~v.com/2011-10- 
25/ms/30320420 1 red-lipht-cameras-atUomated-red-IiPht- 

We think increased accidents alone should speak loudly to the Idegislalure that it is time to end the 
p r o w  in Philadelphia, and not expand it to other cities. 

To me it is the Hippocratic Principle -First Do No Harm. 

Philadelphia has one of many red light camera programs where unbiased research reveals increased 
accidents. "Unbiased" means reports by groups with no financial conflicts of interest in the outcome 
of their research. This should make results of data from camera companies very suspect, if not 
outright excluded. We also trust official police data in Philadell~hia as unbiased, over data &om the 
Philadelphia Parking Authority which has a vested interest. And we believe data h m  gmups like 
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) which strongly supports red light cameras should 
be examined carefully for bias. A University of South Florida wor t  is sharply critical of IIHS 
research methods and conclusions about the safety benefits, or lack of benefits, for red light cameras. 
h~:/~.tthenewsva~er.com/ms/34/3413.asn 

Early reports of the Philadelphia program in 2005 showed increased accidents at the first camera 
sites, as reported in the Philadelphia Weekly using police data. 
h@:/~.phiIadelphi11~eekIy.~om~nay~-ond-0pinion~red-1ighr~di~~i~t-38401769. him2 

PENNDOT officials said then it was "premature" to judge the effectiveness of the red light cameras, 
yet the current police data c o n h  the concerns about increased accidents at camera sites were quite 
valid, and remain a continuing problem. 

My WritLen testimony includes studies fbm many places in the 1J.S., Canada and Australia that 
document increases in accident rates after red light cameras were installed. 

And has anyone noted the irony of camera company presentations showing terrible intersection 
crashes -recorded by red light cameras that did NOT prevent the crashes? Most t-bone crashes are 
caused by late entries fiom 2 to over 5 seconds into the red, often by impaired or distracted drivers 
who are very unlikely to be influenced by red light cameras. 



The new Public Inf01nMtiod Research Group (PIRG) report details many ways red light camera 
contracts are c d e d  to emphasize revenue, sometimes with reduced safety. The report explains how 
privatized contracts limit data transparency so the public cannot make fair evaluations of programs. 
And the report exposes improper lobbying by camera companies plus the use of sham organizations 
that look like grass-roots groups favoring cameras, but are actually composed of, or heavily 
supported by, camera companies. 

The PIRG report shows examples where camera companies aggessively resist ending contracts 
early when cities or citizens became dissatisfied, most dramatically in Houston where ATS 
threatened to demand $25 million to end the contract early. 

If red light cameras are not the answer to increased intersection safety, what is the answer? 

The most effective way to dramatically reduce red light violations and intersection accidents is to 

use safer, longer yellow intervals. A 2003 Texas Transportation Institute study concluded an 
increase of 0.5 to 1.5 seconds in yellow intewds decreases red light violations by at least 50 percent. 
Other studies show longer yellows reducing violations by 60% to 90%. 

The same study showed about 80% of all violations occur in the k t  one second of yellow. Yet 
many cities set yellows about one second too short for the ACTUAL approach speeds, by using 
commonly under-posted speed limits as the untrue approach speeds. And almost all drivers caught 
in the first few tenths of a second of red will clear the intersection before cross traffic arrives, so they 
present little or no safety risk 

Please consider one point carefully. Every red light camera sales pitch is partly based on improving 
safety and reducing intersection crashes. But if red light cameras actually prevented most red light 
violations, how would camera companies make any money? Camera programs require high 
numbers of violations just to pay equipment costs, before anyone makes a profit Reduced violations 
with safer, longer yellows are counterproductive to profits which are the only true motive for camera 
company business models. 

Using too short yellows to improve profits is the cause of many increased accident rates as drivers 
panic brake to avoid expensive camera tickets, causing rear end crashes. While many of these 
accidents caused by too-short yellows involve minor to moderate property damage, some studies 
have documented increased injuries and even fatalities. 



Slow-rolling right on red turns or stopping in the "wrong place" are cited in some programs. 
Overall, red light violations account for only about 2% of fatalities nationwide and right on r e d m  
account for only a few hundredths of one percent of fatalities. Right on red is almost always a safe 
action and should not be cited unless camem videos reveal an actual safety hazard at that time. 

Regarding our objection with due process rights, most red light camera progrrrms use regular mail to 

send a ticket to the registered owner of the vehicle several days or weeks after the alleged violation. 
There is usually no proof the owner ever received notification. 

Many don't even h o w  they committed a violation because they never saw the signal im to red. 
Some have no real way to know who was driving at the time. The owner is presumed guilty until 
they prove their innocence, which is often an impossible task. 

If the person contests their ticket, the right to confront the accuser is impossible, because a machine 
cannot be cross examined. A police officer or camera company employee who certifies the violation 
did not witness the event and cannot be questioned about the details or circumstances. Tbis problem 
is compounded because many court rules prohibit proper discovery procedures. 

Some California courts have ruled photo evidence is hearsay when no camera company person is 
present to testify to the evidence, and more court challenges are likely. 
h ~ : / / t h ~ s D ~ ~ e r . ~ ~ m / n e ~ ~ / 3 3 / 3 3 7 3 . ~ ~  

The entire procedure is unfair and conirary to our system of American justice where a person is 
presumed innocent until proven guilty and has the right to conf?or~t their accuser. The entire system 
is designed for revenue generation, not safety. 

I have one last point. We know of 23 cities where citizens could vote for or against cameras. And 
real votes are FAR more definitive than polls. Cameras lost in 22 cities and the data are attached. 
The only win for cameras was last Tuesday in East Cleveland where the city sent off duty police 
officers in uniform in police cruisers to go door to door asking voters to retain the cameras. They 
used a kind of moral blackmail by telling voters that 36 police officers, 14 firefighters and 10 other 
workers would lose their jobs without the ticket camera revenue. 

We think East Cleveland should be "the poster child" ofwhat is wrong with red light camera 
programs. Cities become addicted to the revenue fiom cameras and, rather than seek lower violation 
rates and greater safety with better engineering, they have to keep the deliberately improper 
engineering in place to maintain the revenue stream. 



In closing, the NMA believes the real answer is to prohibit red light cameras entirely so cities are 
forced to engineer for maximum SAFETY, not for ticket revenue. We ask that the Philadelphia 
program be ended and that no further red light camera systems ba allowed in Pe~sylvania. 

Thank you I would be happy to take any questions. 

Respectfully, 

James C. Walker 
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY 

THE CASE AGAINST RED LIGHT CAMERAS 

The National Motorists Association (NMA) opposes the use of red-light cameras. These cameras serve 
no purpose other than revenue generation. Traffic authorities should utilize property installed and 
properly calibrated traffic lights to manage mffic flow effectively with maximum safety. 

Red light cameras make our roads less safe by causing more red light violations than properly calibrated 
lights will produce and by creating sudden driver reactions that often raise rear end crashes. 

The NMA's objections to the we of red cameras include: 

Red light cameras are almost entirely about revenue, not safety 

* Needed intersection safety improvements are not done, to maintain ticket camera income 

Red light cameras often cause an increase in traffic wcidents at those intersections 

The hypocrisy of claiming that red light cameras are al l  about safety despite many examples 
of camem programs being shut down after becoming unprofitable. 

Ticket recipimb are not promptly or verifiably notified 

The driver of the vehicle is not positively identified 

The vehicle owner is presumed guilty until proven innocent (regardless of the driver) 

There is no ce~tiflable witness to the alleged violation 

Citizens have voted down photo enforcement h o s t  every time it has appeared on a ballot 



Included with this packet of information are summaries of the follclwing studies and case histories: 

4- Red Light Cameras Increase Accidents (Washington Post) - executive summary 

*% Investigation of Crash Risk Reduction Resulting fiom Red-Light Cameras in Small Urban 
Areas (North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University) - executive summary 

O Red Light Running Cameras: Would Crashes, Injuries and Automobile Insurance Rates Increase 
if they are used in Florida? (University of South Florida) - executive summary 

Q Viginia DOT Study on Red-Light Cameras (Virginia Department of Transportation) - summary 
+:* A Long Term Study of Red Light Cameras and Accidents (Australian Road Research Board) - 

s-ary 

*:* Evaluation of the Red-Light-Camera-Enfmcement Pilot ho-ect (Ontario Ministry of 
Tramportution) - summary 

-2- Longer Yellow Lights Dramatically Decrease Violations 

Q Fifteen States that ban red light andlor speed camera enforcement and Twenty Two Cities That 
Have Voted Against the Use of Red Light andlor Speed Carne~a Enforcement 

03 How one city achieved a vote for red light cameras with drastic measures 

Washington Post: Red Light Cameras Illcrease Accidents 

Analysis of accident data shows accidents doubIed at intersections with red light cameras 
in Washington, D.C.; October 4,2005 

ht~:/~motorists.ora/red-lipht-cum~m/w~~hin~on-~~st 

But a Washington Post analysis of crash statistics shows that the number of accidents has gone up at 
intersections with the cameras. The increase is the same or worse thm at traffic signals without the 
devices. 

Three outside traffic specialists independently reviewed the data and *d they were surprised by the 
results. Their conclusion: The cameras do not appear to be making any difference in preventing injuries 
or collisions. 

''The data are very clear," said Dick Raub, a traffic consultant and a fonner senior researcher at 
Northwestern University's Center for Public Safety. "They are not performing any better than 
intersections without cameras." 

and www. thenewsm~er. com 

Since the District of Columbia installed its &t red light camera in 1999, The Wasbigton Post has 
championed use of photo enforcement technology on both its editorial and news pages. Now, five years 
into the program, the District's largest newspaper has discovered that itccidcnts are up significantly as a 
result of their use. 



A compahn of aocidenfs at camera intersetrtIons before J afkr they were installed produced the 
Miowing d t s :  

The accident doublbg e.ffect is nota stafistkal anomalyI happening in 2000,2001,2002 and 2004, In 
2003, aocidentr di  inorease, but by less than 200 percenr 

AAA and other d c s  have acmrsed lhe city of hsmlbg camem h high-vohmw 10d~'tiom Where they 
could generate thowds of ticketskets regardless of how many accidents hslppened there. The andy& 
mkd gnestioas abut whew palice inslalled the camem. Mine i n t e r d m s  witb ccmeras had two or 
fewer &lam m ~ y  in 199-8 md 1999; seven reparted no crashes that Ied to injuties or EataZities 
M g  that period. OEeiaIs installed camwas at sfx of the 20 moa ct$sb-pmm intaseostons in 1998, 
data show. 

Zn W, the, ~itg's photo e n f w m n t  pr0gm.n has bmed two miflion xed light and  peed camera fiokets 
worth $151 million. DC policehave never studied the accident data and do not dispute the Post's 
fidillgs. 

Keystrtistfc: 
The analysis shows tbst the number a-faashes at looations with camem more than doubled, from 365 
ccd~ons in 1998 to 755 last year, JnSurgr and fwd ora9hRs elimbed 81. pc& from 144 sucb wrecks to 
262. Broadside wshes, also know 8s-Eight-angle or T-boae o o l l i s ~  rosc 30 perant, from 81 ta 106 
muing &at h e  fkmle, 

AFtick: ExceqC 
Dough Noble* the chief bidfie engiaeer for lhe D.C. Lkpment of Tmmp- said his offiee was 
ex- crash cEats and plstos fo rsview &red-lighr c ~ m m  lacah*. The depmiami eolIwts the 
data ftom police mpds and advises poke atborn where ta htdl the devices. Nable said b t  no studies 
have M n  condu&xd on the District's red-light c m e m  in ssweral years bat that he "wou[d not disagrd 
with Die Past's analpis. "I don't n m s d y  have rm explamtion'It Air the. trends, he said 

Source: D.C. W-Ligb Cameras F& to Reawe hiaents, W~skingtoa Post, 1014n005 
h ~ : / h v w w . ~ & f o n p a ~ t . ~ ~ d y n / e 0 n t e t r 5 ~ a ~ l e / 2 0 0 5 I I D / 0 3 / ~ ~ 3 ( M 3 B I 8 ~ ~  



Investigation of Crash Risk Reduction Resulting From 
Red-Light Cameras in Small Uirban Areas 

July 2004 

Mark Burkey, Ph.D., Kofi Obeng, Ph.D., Co-Rincipal Investigator:; 
Urban Transit Institute, Transportation Institute 
North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, Greensboro, NC 

Prepared for: 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Research and Special Progams Admiitration 
Washington, DC 20590 

Executive Summary 
Full report at http:/~.motorists.org/photoenforce/BwkeykeyObengOUpdated_Rep~-2OO4.pdf 

This paper analyzes the impact of red tight camem ( R W s )  on crashes at signaiiid intersections. It 
examines total crashes and also breaks crashes into categories based on both severity (e.g, cawing severe 
injuries or only prop* damage) and by type (e.g., angle, rear end). 

Prompted by criticism of the simplistic methods and small data sets used in many studies of red light 
cameras, we relate the occurrence of these crashes to the characteristics of signalized intersectiom, presence 
or absence of RLC, M c ,  weathm and other variables. Using a large dati set, including 26 months before 
the introduction of RLCs, we analyze reported accidents occuniug near 303 intaxdons over a 57-month 
perid, for a total of 17,271 observations. Employing maximum likelihood estimation of Poisson regression 
models, we h d  that: 

Zhe resulb do not support SRe view thai red light camerm reduce crmh.ac ih@ead, wej?ndr%at RLCs are 
associafedwith highmleveXs of many @es andseveri@ categories of cmha (ernphiis added) 

An overall time trend during the study indicated that accidents are beconing less hquenf about5 percent 

per Year. 

However, the i n M o n s  where RLCs were jnstalled are not experiencing the Bame d e w .  When 
analyzing total crashes, we find that RLCs have a statistically sigaijicant w.001) and large (40% incm)  
effect on accident rates. 

In addition, RLCs have a statisfically significant, positive impact on rear-end accidents, sideswipes, and 
accidents involving cars turning lefi (traveling on the same roadway). 



The one type of accident found to experience a decrease at RLC sites are those involving a left tuning car 
and a car traveling on a different roadway. 

When accidents are broken down by severity, RLCs were found to havt: a statistically significant @<0.001) 
and large effect (40-50% increase) on property damage only and possibk injury crashes. There was a 
positive, but statistically insignificant estimated effect on severe (fatal, evident, and disabling) accidents. 

These results nm con- to the many studies in the RLC literahre. hvious studies have sometimes found 
an increase in rear-end accidents, but often find ofkdting decreases in other types of accidents. While this 
study incorporated many advances in methodology over previous studies, additional work remains to be 
done. Because accident studies rarely use a true experimental design and data are not perfectly 
observable, additional careful study of RLCs is warranted to verify om results. 

Red Light Running Cameras: Would Crashes, 1.njuries and Automobile 
Insurance Rates Increase If They Are 'CJsed in Florida? 

Florida Public Health Review, 2005; 5: 1-7 

Barbara Langland-Orban, Ph.D., MSPH, Associate Professor and Ckir 
Etienne E. F'racht, Ph.D., Associate Professor 
John T. Large, PhD., Assistant Professor 
University of South Florida, College of Public Health, Tampa, FL 

Executive Summary 
Full report at hrtp/fiealtJl.wJe~Wrdonlyres/Cl702850-8716-4C2B8EEB- 
15A2A741061A/0/2008pp001008OrbanetaIRedLighiPaperM~ch72OO~o~ed~ 

The theory behind red light cameras as potentially effective is that they rely on deterring red light muhg  
primarily through punishment of a specific & g  behavior and seconhily by changing drivers' 
experience. By definition, the punishable behavior and resulting potentially harmful action will already 
have taken place when a ticket is issued. In other words, the crash, injury, and mortality risks do not 
change immediately, if at all. 

Even if red light cameras could be effective in the long run, which is debatable, h y  are associated with 
m added cost, consisting of fines, crashes and injuries that could have been avoided by using 
engineering solutions, which are effective in both the short term and the long run. Because the rigorous 
and robust studies conclude cameras are associated with increased crashes and costs, any economic 
analysis of cameras should include these newly generated costs to the public. Indirect costs to the public 
are usually not considered in the calculation of total revenues and profits generated &om red light 
cameras. 



Cities and counties should follow the state's lead and lhwise pm.ue m&%xing imprbvernents to 
enbance intersection ssfety for dl driven and passengem. Proven engineering practicee and counter- 
measures can reduce crashes and injuries due to red light running its well as o&er causes ofintersection 
hashes, A publie health approach to improved intersedon engheeting is particularly needed since 26% 
of Florida's M 1 c  Mi t i e s  occur at intmections (Mth and without tdB signals), in contrast to 18% 
nationaIly WTSA, 2005). This means that more tban 22% of traftic Wiiies in Florida occur at 
intersections for reasons other than red light niming, as red light txm$titutes less than 4% of total @c 
fa-es. Further, red light ogme~%s are an inefficient means to & revmue for load and state 
governments and can d ihwe  the state's ewmomy. 

Running a red light can c a w  severe @ffic m&es espeaially when one v&e runs into the side of 
another. Red light m r t a m  phatopph violatms who am sent tniffi~: tick- by mail. Intuitively, 
cameras appear to he a good idea. Hawem, comprehensive studies cunclude cameras actanlly 
increw c d e s  and injuries, providing a safety nrgmment not to instaU them. @uphasis added) 

Legislation to permit m r a  citations has been proposed [in Florida] since the 1490s, but none has 
passed to date. This paper explains red light nmnkig trends in Florida; effective $elutions to reduoe red 
fight runnhvg findings 6.om major camera evalualions; examples offlawed evahatfons; the automobile 
insmace &amM inten36 in cameras; ad the increased likdihaod of even W e r  cm& and safes 
if itre used in Morida due to the high percent of elderly drivm and WngeFs .  

A&& ly rks NMZ Jwe 2010: Florida Governor Charlie CEist receatky approved legislation that allows 
the use afaummtd nafiio enfommmt on state roads. 

Virginia DOT Study on Red-Lfght C!amerm 

This was a study by the Virginia Departmetrt of Tmqmtation t~ support the mtinued use of cameras 
in the state. It was presented in December 2004. 

N m  S x m w :  H ~ w m r ,  ti& i&?onnation &a the st& acwl& s h v  red lig& camera imerxsMbm to 
be more drmgrous. The s&& showed a defrnits inereare & rineor-end c m b s  d o n &  a p i b l e  
&creme in mgle mashhPx It o h  showedrm r'mease in total infury cbrwhes. 

Full mporr available at: m.thene~spnper.eomJrIc/&cdO5-vdof.~ 



A Long Term Study of Red-Light Cameras and Accidents 

David Andreassen 
Australian Road Research Board 

February, 1995 

NMA Comment: m e  conel~~~ion of this slit& was that Red Light Camerm are not an effective 
couniennemure and may increase the number of reor end crashes, facts m d  doto known since 1995. 

summary 

This study has examined the long term effect on accident-types of red light cameras @LC) at 41 
signalised intersections in Melbourne. The RLC were installed in 1964, and reported accidents for the 
period 1979 to 1989 were used in the detaiIed analysis. 

The analysis was addressed in several ways. The first was a grouped analysis taking the predominant 
accident-types for all the RLC sites taken together and comparing the changes over time with the 
changes in the same accident-types in Meiro Melbourne, in the rest o:?the State, and at signalized 
intersections in Melbourne. The second was to separately examine ea-,b accident-type for the 41 sites 
and Iook for changes over the whole period. The third was to classify the accidents at individual RLC 
sites according to whether it involved the approach on which the cam,sra was installed. The fourth was to 
consider the hquency of each accident-type before the RLX) installation and stratify the frequencies to 
ascertain if there was any difference in effect by initial fiequenoy. The fifth was by considering both the 
camera approach and initial frequency. The sixth was to compare the changes at the RLC sites with 
changes in accidents at signalized intersections. 

The original choice of the RLC sites must be questioned. Threequarters of the sites had initial annual - 
frequencies of two or less reported "adjacent approaches" accidents. Low ftequency sites are not good 
candidates for testing the effectiveness of accident countermeasures. 

The results of this study suggest that the installation of the RLC at these sites did not provide any 
reduction in accidents, rather there has been increases in rear end and adjacent approaches accidents on a 
before and after basis and also by comparison with the changes in acc~dents at intersection signals. 

There has been no demonstrated value of the RU: as an effective countermeasure. 

Full report available at www.theneulspaper.codrlc/dcs/95aussie.pdf 



Evaluation of the Red-Light-Camera-Enforcement Pilot Project 

Final Report December 2003 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation 

NU4 Summary: This study commissioned by Ontario, Canada's Mirlsfry of Transportation shows that 
those rear-end collisions can be fatal. 

ARer evaluating the performance of red light cameras at 68 sites over two years, the report concluded 
that jurisdictions using photo enforcement experienced an overall increase in property damage accidents 
of 18.5 percent coupled with a 4.9 percent increase in fatal and i n j q  rear-end collisions. Rear-end 
collisions involving property damage alone jumped 49.9 percent. 

The study compared accident histories of intersections in Toronto, Hi~~ilton, Ottawa, Halton, Peel and 
Waterloo in the pre-camera period from 1995 to 1999 and the post-camera accident history &om 2000 to 
2002. 

The report also concludes that there was an overall reduction in serious accidents and angle collisions. A 
closer look at the data found in this government-sponsored report show that iutersections monitored by 
cameras experienced, overall, a 2 percent increase in fatal and injury r:ollisions compared to a decrease 
of 12.7 percent in the camera-&ee intersections that were used as a control group (page 21). 

in fact, the non-camera intersections fared better than the camera inte~sections in every accident 
category. The report's overall accident conclusions would have appeared significantly worse had the 
camera-&ee intersections been excluded from the f d  results. 

Full report available at www.thenew~paper.com/rlddocs/2003-ontario.pdf 

Longer Yellow Lights Dramatically Decrease Violations 

Loma Linda, California 
Straight through violations drop 92 percent after yellow lights are extended by one second 

full story at w.thenewspaper.com~news/30/3055.asp 

The Loma Linda City Council was very pleased with the results of increasing the duration of yellow 
lights by one second in November 2009 at busy city intersections that had been previously outfitted with 
red-light cameras. The number of left-turn violations decreased &om about 240 per month to between 
25 and 30 per month as soon as the yellow lights were lengthened, a drop of 80 percent or more. 
Straight through occurrences of red-light violations were reduced by an even more impressive 92 
percent. The City Council began exploring ways to eliminate the cameras, but not without a fight &om 
camera vendor, Redflex Traffic Systems of Australia 



San Carlos. California 
Engineering solutions and an e m  second of yellow duration made red-light camem a money loser 

Full story at www.thenew~pper.com~nav.1/31/3llO.asp 

After receiving numerous complaints from motorists about a short yellow light at a red-light camera 
intersection, the city found the 3.0 second timing was illegal. The standard was reset to 4.0 seconds, and 
in the process, the city refunded over $150,000 to drivers for the invalid tickets that were issued after the 
camera was installed in November 2008. After the adjustment to .he yellow light internal, the number 
of violations for red-light running went down from ten per day to two per day. As time passed, the 
violation count dropped even further. The red-light camera 'Nas relocated to a higher volume 
intersection, where testing showed that, with the longer yellow lights, trafic flow improved and red- 
light violations were minimal. Fuaher testing at other intersections failed to fmd a location where the 
ticket camera could be effective. With its photo enforcement program losing money, the San Carlos 
City Council voted to eliminate the red-light camera in April 2010. 

Springfield, Ohio 
Adding one extra second to its yellow lights means less tickets for Springfield 

Full story at w w w . w d t n c o m / ~ p / n e w ~ / I o c a U s p r i n g f i e l d / l  

In 2006, Springfield was issuing about 1,700 red-light camera ticket3 per month. That monthly average 
has dropped over 60 percent to 667 citations in 2010, with the police noting that the biggest reason for 
the drop was the lengthening of yellow lights from 3.6 seconds to 4.6 seconds, except for one signal at 
the bottom of a hill that was increased to 5.0 seconds. Revenue &om Springfield's red-light cameras 
dropped kom a high of $786,000 in 2008 to $431,000 in 2009. 

Loma Linda, California 
California: Longer Yellows Nearly Elimite Violations 

Full story at www.thenewspaper.com/news/:10/3055.asp 

The council, on the other hand, was extremely pleased with the results of lengthening yellow lights by 
one second in November. The number of left-turn violations dropped SO to 85 percent h m  about 240 
monthly violations to about 25 or 30 a month immediately after the change. Straigbt through 
violations were rednced 92 percent, (Emphasis added) 

"Lengthening yellow lights has produced a tremendous drop in violations," Rigsby said "The statistics 
fiom January are very telling. For four intersections, there were five sb-aight through violations in total 
That is tremendous improvement in safety. We're talking about huge success of lengthening the yellow 
lights ... We could have had that safety with lengthening the yellow four years ago instcad of installing 
red light cameras." 



Fifteen States that ban red light and/or speed camera enforcement and 
Twenty Two Cities That Have Voted Against the Use of 

Red Light and/or Speed Camera Enforcement 
From www.thenavspaper.co.n 

Alaska Minnesota New Hampshire Arkansas Mississippi South Cadma 

Indiana Montana Utah Maiie Nebraska West V i a  

h4ichigan Nevada Wisconsin 

Some measures require explanation. In Arkansas, for example, state law authorizes police to use a photo 
radar gun if the officer personally delivers the ticket at the time of the violation. This does no more than 
allow a photograph ta be used in conjunction with a traditional traffic stop and serves as an 
unconditional ban on automated enforcement. In Utah, the legislature has placed so many resirictions on 
the use of photo radar -- specifically, banning oulourcing of the ticketing process to private, for-profit 
companies - that no city uses speed cameras. This serves as an "efi:ctive ban" on photo enforcement. 

ve V- '- 

Anchorage, AK Cincinnati, OH Steubenville, OH .&lington, TX 

Sulphur, LA College Station, TX Batavia, IL Heat .  OH 
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How One City Achieved a Vote For Red Light Camom With Drastic Masnres 
(to our knowledge, the only ttme cameras have survived a public vote) 

Novmber 01,2011 
East Cleveld Fate H i i e s  on Red Light Camera Vota 

Excerpts: 

To most local governments, it's the favored "creative" way to increase retreaue dming hard economic 
times. To moat local governments, it's the favored "creative" way to imrease revenue dming bard 
economic times. 

"Thi is strictIy as a result of the traffic -eras. I f  we 10% the -I: cameras, this is the safety force 
scenario that we are looking 4'' said Msyw Norton, according to WIW-TV in Clevelmd. 

At most, Norton is aimiug to out 36 police offi~ers, 14 fmfighters, aud about 10 other city workers eoom 
their positions. 

Full report at ht@:/poZitic365.c~nd2Ol I/ll/Ol/east-clevelnrrd-fme-izinges-on-d-J~g~amem-votd 

h East Cleveland, city lwdm went to the most extwne lengthfi of arty GO- to date to badger voters 
into supporting cameras using official resources. OlT4uty police ofncers, in uniform and with their 
poliee cruisers parked on the curb, were ordered to go door-to-door to convince residsnts to vote to save 
the cameras. Last month, Mayor Gary Norton d e d  layoff notiew to thirty-six cops and fourteen 
befighten, claiming the city would have to firs them if it lost the photo ticketing revenue. The strong- 
arm tactics worked, as the city picked up 54 percent of the vote. 

Full report at: www. thanewspaper .co~d3a/3634 .~  


